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Chav Ulick (Hyperion)
A Mercenary Breed pre-generated character by Christopher J. Banks

Background
Chav Ulick, a male Gemini born Chav Hyperion on the planet Helioside, is the
third son of the royal Hyperion family. For
sixteen generations the Hyperions have
ruled the continent of Malsk on Helioside
with dignity and grace. As the third son
and seventh child of the ruling family,
very little was expected of Chav. As such,
he was mostly left to his own and spent
the days shucking schooling and getting
into trouble with his year older sister,
Angian. With a natural intellect and magnetic good looks, the two got into more
trouble than not. Never one to care for
laws, Chav believed if it doesn’t directly
hurt someone, the law is probably a
“design error”.
Chav and Angian did everything together. His older family often went on
diplomatic missions or simply ruling the
country; Angian was Chav’s only real tie
to the kingdom. The two were fiercely
protective of one another and their bond
was thick with love, a love that the two
consummated from time to time in secret. At age sixteen Chav’s father, Derrick,
discovered their occasional tryst and became outraged. Angian was sent offworld to be wed to a top bureaucrat in
the Tyfus Corporation while Chav was
confined to house arrest by his father,
never permitted to leave.
The next four years were a nightmare for the freedom loving adventurer.
With nothing better to do, he spent his
time learning computers and corrupting
young chambermaids, who found themselves pulled toward the young, attractive
nobleman. At age twenty, Chave was
given a choice: marry and older noblewoman of a nearby, minor family or be
forever imprisoned in his family estate.
Chav took a third option. Late one night,
he put his considerable talents to good
use, hacked the estate security and made
his way off-world. He took with him only
his family rapier and a small amount of
cash he had managed to stash away.

Chav changed his last name to
Ulick and became lost in the system for a
few years, moving from planet to planet,
looking for signs of his sister, who had
apparently fallen off the grid. Finally, with
nothing better to do, he joined up with a
mercenary band, hoping to work for
some of the larger corporations, all in an
effort to find any sign of his lost sister.

Chav a free lesson with the firearm. It has
since become a trusty weapon in an often
hostile world. So Chav goes from day to
day, job to job, looking for sign of his lost
sister. He continually dodges an enraged
father and tries to find meaning in an
otherwise meaningless world.

Characteristics
Chav is roguishly handsome and in his
early twenties. He stands just over 6’2”
and weighs 240 when fully equipped. He
is fond of wearing only a Kevlar vest under his well-groomed clothing and is never without his family rapier at his side.
Chav knows the etchings on the blade
could give away his real identity, but
can’t bring himself to giving up the ancient weapon. His family, especially his
father Derrick, is obsessed with finding
Chav and making him pay for dishonoring
the family name.
Chav’s sister instilled a rigid loyalty in
him. Once he makes a friend, he has no
problem putting his life in jeopardy for
that friend. Chav’s good looks have always been a problem for him. Women
often find themselves attracted to him
and he has no qualms about seducing
them to his own ends. He often finds
himself in deep water, treading to keep
his head afloat because of his relations
with the opposite sex, often going into
harm’s way just to get an interested girl
to smile.
His appeal is not only limited to the
opposite sex. Chav finds it easy to make
friends and a chance meeting with a
stranger often ends with firm handshakes
and more than a few laughs. In this way,
he has made many contacts over the
years and does his best to treat each of
those contacts like a close friend. In one
such chance meeting, Chav won an old
9mm firearm from a young man in a
game of chance. The young man not only
abided by the terms of the bet, but gave
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Chav Ulick (Hyperion)(Novice)
Male Gemini
Agility d4, Smarts d8, Spirit d6, Strength
d4, Vigor d10
Pace: 6 Parry: 4 Toughness: 7
Charisma: 4

Advancements
1. Streetwise d6, Hacking d8

12. Charismatic
13. Level Headed

2.

Agility d6

14. Survival d4

3.

Shooting d6, Fighting d6

15. Streetwise d10, Hacking d10

4.

Command

16. Agility d8

Skills
Fighting d4, Gambling d6, Hacking d6,
Healing d4, Investigation d8, Notice d6,
Persuasion d6, Shooting d4, Streetwise
d4

5.

Streetwise d8, Notice d8

17. Shooting d8, Fighting d8

6.

Investigator

18. Tracking d4

7.

Smarts d10

19. Survival d6, Tracking d6

8.

Jack-of-All-Trades

20. Survival d8, Tracking d8

9.

Hold the Line!

Gear
Armor: Kevlar Vest (+2/+4, Negates 4 AP,
Torso)
Weapons: Rapier (Str+d4), Glock 9mm
(12/24/48, 2d6, AP 1, Semi-Auto)
Equipment: Medium bullets (3), Large
bullets (1), Personal computing device,
First aid kit, Belt pouch

10. Spirit d8

Characteristics
Edges: Attractive, Noble
Hindrances: Loyal (Minor), Quirk (Minor),
Enemy (Major)

11. Healing d6, Investigation d10

